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Abstract

There is a vibrant literature on LGBTQ+ urban geographies, as well as established traditions in

sociology and political science on collective action, but research infrequently brings these interdis-
ciplinary fields of sexualities, social movements and urban studies together to explore the

emplacement of LGBTQ+ urban activisms. In this article, I use contributions from this special

issue of Urban Studies to propose two pathways, conceptualised as analytic shifts, that can advance
the field: (1) scalar shifts (modulating from a national and structural focus of mobilisation to local,

grounded and quotidian acts and interactions between activists); and (2) spatial shifts (using con-

ventional and queer methods to study spatial plurality and the commensurability of places where
people protest). Together, these proposals form an integrative framework for the study of

LGBTQ+ urban protest and placemaking.
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Introduction

The study of sexualities, social movements

and urban places each has an intellectually

fecund history, that much is certain. Equally

certain is that the spatial expressions of

LGBTQ+ lives are remarkably diverse. Less

certain, however, is how placed perspectives

might contribute to studies of queer urban

social movements. In this commentary, I use

articles in this special issue to reflect on the

role of place in shaping LGBTQ+ associa-

tional life and collective action. Two themes,

which I express as scalar and spatial shifts,

emerge across the articles: first, we must

redirect our focus from the structural analy-

sis of national protest events to strategic

deliberations and interactions between acti-

vists on the ground; and second, we need to

expand our repertoire to examine a broader

collection of places where protest occurs. I

address each shift in turn, and conclude with

general remarks about emplacing queer

urban activisms.

Scalar shifts: From national

protest events to everyday,

emplaced acts of resistance

Why do people protest? This question is the

sine qua non of social movements research.

Early approaches, called classical models,

dwelt on structural factors to account for

the emergence of mass movements

(Gusfield, 1968). Researchers hypothesised

that urbanisation creates pressures on iso-

lated individuals, who respond with a ‘crowd

mentality’ (Le Bon, 1896: 6) – think

rumours, panics and mass hysteria – to ease

their anxieties and anomie. Variations of this

model, including relative deprivation (Gurr,

1970), mass society (Kornhauser, 1959) and

collective behaviour (Blumer, 1951), assume

that movements reflect ‘structural strain’

(Smelser, 1963), a phrase that scholars use

to denote the underlying weaknesses of a

society that produce disruptive psychologi-

cal states. This insistence on structure

narrowed the conceptual imagination of

contention to ‘action without actors’

(Melucci, 1988: 329).

Several corrections have been proposed

over the years, including resource mobilisa-

tion (McCarthy and Zald, 1977), political

process (McAdam, 1982) and a multi-

institutional approach (Armstrong and

Bernstein, 2008). These frameworks rejected

assumptions of irrationality and psycho-

pathology that characterised classical mod-

els, but scholars still favoured macro units

of analysis, including organisations (Morris,

1984), political opportunities (Meyer, 2004)

and mobilising structures (McAdam et al.,

1996). These concepts better capture the

environments in which activists operate, but

they reproduce ‘structural distortions’

(Goodwin and Jasper, 1999: 28) by propos-

ing explanations for protest that lie ‘outside

the control of movement actors’ (Goodwin

and Jasper, 1999: 29).

The most compelling response to this per-

ennial bias comes from movement scholars

who prioritise people by examining their

consciousness (Mansbridge and Morris,

2001) and emotions (Jasper, 2018), like the

angry street activism that animated ACT

UP (Gould, 2002). But even these cultural

theories (Johnston and Klandermans, 1995)

elide questions that the contributors of this

special issue address with urgency: what

happens when we combine people and pro-

test with place, that is, when we emplace

LGBTQ+ urban activisms? By locating

activism on the ground, in everyday acts and
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interactions that occur among activists who

operate in specific urban places, we can

finally see actions with actors.

Consider Rosenberg (2021), who walks us

along the streets of Toronto’s gaybourhood.

Rather than centring the experiences of cis,

white, affluent gay men, as some existing

work does, Rosenberg focuses on homeless

Black queer and trans youth who perform

‘spatial acts of resistance’ on the streets.

These are ‘informal, unrecognised, uninten-

tional and (semi-)private acts of resistance

that manifest against structures of power in

everyday queer lives’.

Structure appears in this definition – as it

must when we talk about exclusionary racist

practices – but Rosenberg refuses to lose

sight of the actors involved. Rosenberg

shows us photographs of two Black queer

youths who climb on top of an art installa-

tion of metallic cubes. These cubes resemble

a miniature city and are situated in front of

a condominium, ‘a familiar symbol of wealth

and gentrification’. The Black queer youths’

‘assertive bodily interruption’ in front of a

‘symbol of economic exclusion and racist

geographies’ invites the reader to see how

locating protest in a particular place can

redefine its meaning. In Toronto, activists

inserted themselves into the ‘creases and

folds’ of the local gaybourhood to challenge

the racial profiling, criminalisation and vio-

lence that they encounter on its streets.

Ramdas (2021) also examines creases and

folds by locating activism on ‘the margins’

of urban life. The peripheral parts of a city

are a ‘place of refusal’ where activists contest

hegemonic power, and a place of ‘radical

openness’ where they cultivate protest. To

make this argument about the ‘spatial poli-

tics of the margin’, Ramdas takes us to

Singapore, where the State has criminalised

homosexuality with Section 377A of the

Penal Code. Despite codifying discrimina-

tion, the State says it will not punish

LGBTQ+ people, provided they do not

demand their rights. How can activists

accomplish change in this contradictory cli-

mate? Ramdas first examines Pink Dot, the

annual LGBTQ+ Pride event. The activists

who organise it do ‘not present an outright

proclamation of homosexual interests in

Singapore’. Instead, they protest for ‘love as

a universal right’. Ramdas next analyses

Sayoni to understand the plight of

LGBTQ+ women, noting that although the

State again will not champion queer inter-

ests, it did respond to their pleas for ‘protec-

tion from violence’. Pink Dot and Sayoni

activists mobilised from the margins, where

they made demands that aligned with the

State’s promotion of the family unit.

Johnston and Waitt’s (2021) study of

Proud to Play, an inaugural regional Pride

multi-sporting event in Auckland, shows

how emotions fuel activism. By examining

the expectation that LGBTQ+ athletes

should ‘be happy’ to participate in Pride

events, Johnston and Waitt show how

global cities exploit Pride to market them-

selves as ‘gay friendly’. The emotional work

behind this marketing plan obscures how

disembodied concepts like colonialism,

neoliberalism, heteronormativity and pink-

washing conceal everyday forms of violence,

discrimination, exclusion and non-

recognition – hence Johnston and Waitt’s

call to focus on how places produce happi-

ness and the analytic power of unhappiness.

A range of emotions incite activism, but

unhappiness uniquely reveals how the struc-

tural dynamics of exclusion are embodied

and emplaced in interactions.

By examining the mutually constitutive

relationship between people, protest and

place, these articles remedy some of the

structural bias in our understanding of social

movements. They do not abandon structure

entirely, but rather explain how systemic

inequalities are expressed as subjectively
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experienced discontent. Reading between

their lines, I see two ways to implement a

scalar shift: frame emplacement and an

attention to collective identities.

Frame emplacement

The idea of a ‘frame’ comes from Goffman

(1974), who was keen to understand the cog-

nitive mechanisms underlying how we make

sense of events. Social movement theorists

integrated his insights to argue that collective

action requires activists to engage in a pro-

cess of ‘frame alignment’ (Snow et al., 1986).

To respond to a situation, people must first

define what it means. As a mode of con-

structing meaning, collective action frames

point to the dynamic process by which acti-

vists manufacture reality. Snow and Benford

(1988) argue that activists engage in three

framing tasks: diagnosis (what is the prob-

lem, and who is to blame?); prognosis (what

are the most viable strategies, tactics and tar-

gets?); and motivation (what is the most

compelling rationale for action?).

Places, like meanings, are complex, fabri-

cated and multivocal. Activists thus face a

fourth framing task, one that Snow and

Benford (1988) missed: emplacement.

Because ‘places are not inert containers’

(Rodman, 1992: 641), activists must engage

in signifying work that links their interests

and goals with a place – its politics, cultures,

histories and traditions – to inspire protest.

But how exactly does frame emplacement

occur?

Ramdas (2021) finds that LGBTQ+

women in Sayoni were not successful when

they demanded rights as members of a queer

minority; they had to reframe their concerns

as related to ‘safety and security’ or ‘care

and protection’. These conceptions, while

more limited, better fit with how the State

viewed its responsibilities towards its citizens

(‘care and protection’) and its patriarchal

definitions of womanhood (‘safety and

security’). Pink Dot activists used a similar

strategy when they framed ‘love’ as a ‘uni-

versal right’. Their frame resonated with the

State’s ‘core values of family’. In both cases,

I saw activists using frame emplacement to

make demands across the spectrum of

power. For ‘colonised’ LGBTQ+ people in

Singapore, frame emplacement requires

them to ‘speak a language the coloniser can

understand’. Addressing power in this way

can challenge that power, and LGBTQ+

Singaporeans used frame emplacement to do

so from the urban margins.

Collective identities

A second way that activists translate struc-

tural inequalities into experiential discontent

is through the construction of collective

identities. This concept addresses the con-

tours of who we think we are. Rather than

treating grievances as structurally given,

assumed and invariant in a society, move-

ment scholars use collective identity to

understand how interests emerge, how they

are defined and how activists draw bound-

aries (Ghaziani, 2011; Ghaziani et al., 2016).

The analytic challenge is to determine how

places produce distinct configurations

between identities and interests, strategies

and politics (Polletta and Jasper, 2001).

In their study of lesbian feminist mobili-

sation, Taylor and Whittier (1992) propose

that activists construct collective identities in

three ways: they establish social, psychologi-

cal and physical boundaries between them-

selves and dominant groups (e.g. lesbian

feminists created separate institutions such

as health care and rape crisis centres); they

cultivate a unique consciousness, or interpre-

tive frameworks that define group interests

(e.g. activists expressed the relationship

between feminism and lesbianism with the

slogan ‘feminism is the theory and lesbian-

ism is the practice’); and they negotiate how

to use everyday actions to resist structures
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of domination (e.g. because activists per-

ceived traditionally feminine appearance as

the source of women’s oppression, they

adopted alternative styles of gender display).

These factors – boundaries, consciousness

and negotiation – echo my call for a scalar

shift from structures to interactions.

But what about place? The contributors

suggest several mechanisms by which places

inform collective identities: places nurture

distinct sexual cultures (worldmaking prac-

tices); places allow LGBTQ+ people to heal

from trauma (commemorative practices);

and places promote multiple care networks

(re-centring practices).

The first of these is evident in the gay,

bisexual and transgender men in Andrucki’s

(2021) article who engage in worldmaking

practices that range from cruising and non-

monogamous public sex to serving meals at

a homeless shelter. By having sex, and by

caring for vulnerable members of their com-

munity, activists make and remake the

streets of the gaybourhood, and resist the

violence of erasure that gentrification pro-

duces in San Francisco. Because these world-

making practices are spatially situated,

activists use them to craft distinct sex cul-

tures (Ghaziani, 2017) and styles of political

engagement (Ghaziani, 2015b). Worldmak-

ing thus evokes an overlooked aspect of

collective identity: who we are is a function

of where we are.

Hartal and Misgav’s (2021) work on trau-

matic events in Israel shows that commem-

orative practices comprise a form of urban

activism – and a second way to link places

with collective identities. They describe a

nightclub shooting in Tel Aviv and a stab-

bing during Jerusalem Pride as forms of

‘queer urban trauma’. These injuries are

more than a psychological response to dis-

tressing experiences; they also provide a

basis for mobilisation. Sociologists have

shown that cultural trauma and collective

identities are closely connected (Alexander

et al., 2004). Activists go to great efforts to

ensure that traumatic events are not forgot-

ten, often by emplacing their remembrances

as memorials. How this happens, though,

varies by place. Tel Aviv is a destination for

global gay tourism, whereas Jerusalem is

understood as a holy city with a history of

antagonism towards LGBTQ+ presence.

This difference in place reputations explains

why activists in Tel Aviv were able to orga-

nise a mass memorial rally one short week

after they experienced trauma, as well as

why the municipality and national politi-

cians expressed support for the LGBTQ+

community. In Jerusalem, there was no pub-

lic event to help the LGBTQ+ community

cope with their trauma. The first major

memorialisation occurred one year later.

Catungal et al. (2021) re-centre narratives

of the HIV/AIDS epidemic on long-term sur-

vivors (LTS) who lived outside Vancouver’s

gaybourhood. LTS travelled in the distinct

social worlds of the Downtown Eastside.

Catungal et al. use differences in places to

demonstrate the pernicious consequences of

centring LGBTQ+ collective identities in

one part the city. Doing so conceals ‘diverse

geographies of stigma and the politics of

socio-spatial exclusions’. Vancouver had

multiple care networks that were dispersed

across geographical centres of HIV/AIDS.

Places, therefore, bind communities with care

networks in ways that can reinforce

inequalities.

Material resources like money and orga-

nisations, along with political opportunities,

provide the structural potential for activism

to occur, but everyday interactions and

meaning-making processes that are situated

in specific places mediate between opportu-

nity and action. The contributors show that

activists often work in peripheral or other-

wise overlooked urban contexts to cultivate

responses to the situations they face. In the

movements literature, concepts like ‘sub-

merged networks’ (Melucci, 1989), ‘halfway
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houses’ (Morris, 1984), ‘free spaces’ (Evans

and Boyte, 1986), ‘safe spaces’ (Gamson,

1996), ‘sequestered social sites’ (Scott, 1990),

‘abeyance structures’ (Rupp and Taylor,

1987) and ‘underground rivers’ (Podmore

and Tremblay, 2015) similarly draw atten-

tion to the mobilisation potential of the mar-

gins. Because these places are physically and

culturally removed from dominant groups,

activists can experiment with frame emplace-

ment strategies and counterhegemonic col-

lective identities as a way to incite action.

Spatial shifts: Strategies for

studying the plurality and

commensurability of places

Similar to movement theorists who focus on

national protest events, like marches on

Washington in the United States (Ghaziani,

2008; Ghaziani and Baldassarri, 2011), some

urbanists study the gaybourhood (Brown,

2014; Ghaziani, 2014) in global cities. This

literature sometimes assumes spatial singu-

larity, or the idea that LGBTQ+ political

and urban life is located in one part of the

city. Elsewhere, I proposed that urbanists

should balance the study of big-city gay dis-

tricts with a broader range of LGBTQ+

‘cultural archipelagos’ (Ghaziani, 2019).

This special issue advances research on

archipelagos by covering a vast number of

places: Auckland, Chilpancingo, Jerusalem,

New Westminster, San Francisco,

Singapore, Surrey, Sydney, Tel Aviv,

Toronto, Vancouver and Ypsilanti. In doing

so, the contributors raise two conundrums

that arise from a commitment to spatial

plurality: how to combine locally situated

and globally circulating political tactics, and

the commensurability of places.

The global–local tension

How do LGBTQ+ activists link the local

context in which they operate with a global

spatial imagination? Ruez (2021) uses queer

activism in Sydney to examine the fraught

relationship between Australia, Asia and the

West. He offers ‘worlding’ as a way to

understand how LGBTQ+ urban activism

is variably emplaced in Australia. Worlding

involves imaginatively and materially linking

some places to others. During his conversa-

tions with racialised queer migrants in

Sydney, some of Ruez’s respondents

worlded Sydney as ‘Asian’, others posi-

tioned it as ‘Western’, while others still

worlded Australia and Asia together as a

‘shared Pacific region’. Clearly, Australia is

not a static or geographically invariant

place: activists construct Australia as ‘part

of the Anglo-American centre’, as ‘peripher-

ally down-under’ or as ‘inescapably Asian’.

Variations in worlding practices shape

models of LGBTQ+ urban activism. For

example, the most common way that racia-

lised queer migrants in Sydney connected

Australia with Asia was by referencing Pink

Dot activism in Singapore, rather than

North American-styled gay Pride parades.

The worlding of Australia and Asia also

enabled Ruez’s respondents to centre

Indigenous histories and thus unsettle

Australia’s whiteness and colonial geogra-

phies. The intuition here is that places, glo-

bal and local alike, are accomplished

(Molotch et al., 2000) as people relocate, re-

worlding the places they know and with

which they feel attachments.

Payne (2021) examines Pride parades out-

side the global North – in Latin America,

specifically. Some scholars see these events

as a ‘foreign’ cultural practice (Encarnación,

2016). When they examine them in the glo-

bal South, researchers generally locate them

in the national capitals or world cities.

Missing from this literature is a study of

Pride in smaller cities in the global South.

Enter Payne’s work, which contributes to

recent mandates to theorise ‘from the mid-

dle’ by studying smaller cities (Forstie, 2020:
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153–154). By focusing on places outside the

global North, Payne documents what I, in

another context, call a ‘global–local tension’

(Ghaziani and Ventresca, 2005). Applied to

protest and urban places, the global–local

tension describes how activists configure

place-specific and place-spanning properties

of political action. Payne shows that

LGBTQ+ urban activists borrow the trans-

national tactic of Pride parades to create

broad awareness about their lives – but they

inflect these events with specific local

qualities.

For the first Pride march in Chilpancingo

in June 2002, activists chose the Statue of

Liberty as their primary symbol, and they

flanked it with two people holding a rain-

bow flag. At the back of the float were

images of an AIDS ribbon and a smiling

condom figure. Without a closer look, this

might suggest that LGBTQ+ activists in

small Mexican cities emulate globally circu-

lating images. But such a conclusion would

miss the significance of local place cultures.

Mexican activists exploited a tradition of

using public processions in plazas to bring

attention to their grievances. They deliber-

ately staged the first Pride event in

Chilpancingo’s central plaza, the Plaza

Cı́vica Primer Congreso de Anáhuac, a site

that is ‘imbued with profound cultural his-

tory and social meaning’. As they organised

the parade, activists mixed transnational

(e.g. rainbow flags, AIDS ribbons and the

Statue of Liberty) and local symbols (e.g. a

map of Mexico, the murder of a local acti-

vist and traditional Catholic penitential sym-

bolism) to communicate their message.

Thus, the analysis of cultural archipelagos

must go beyond surface-level similarities

across places. Payne’s article shows that acti-

vists manage the global–local tension in their

mobilisation efforts by emplacing transna-

tional discourses about human rights in

locally significant spatial traditions.

Currans (2021) examines intersectional,

social justice, queer-affirming and feminist

organising practices in a small city of

Michigan. The piece examines Love,

Resilience, Action Ypsilanti (LRAY), a

group of activists working to stage a local

demonstration to correspond with the

national Women’s Marches on 21 January

2017. LRAY activists experience a sense of

acceptance in the surrounding Ypsilanti

area. Rather than promoting queer interests,

this motivates them to craft an ‘affinity-

based’ activist community in which the

expression of specific identities was ‘not the

focus of connection or organisation’.

The resemblances between affinity-based

and ‘post-gay’ politics (Ghaziani, 2011,

2015a) are striking, and Currans’ (2021)

piece demonstrates their unexpectedly ‘radi-

cal potential’ (Ghaziani, 2015c). Post-gay

politics can counterintuitively create space

for coalitional, intersectional and social jus-

tice work. Activists in Ypsilanti used this

mode of political engagement to foreground

love and resilience as core emplaced frames

of collective action. For Currans’ respon-

dents, post-gay politics acquired a radical

character as the result of two conditions:

activists used a local organisational structure

that had a post-gay ethos to respond to a

hostile national political climate; and their

mobilisation efforts occurred in a small city

with a liberal reputation. Large urban envir-

onments can disrupt the ability of activists

to work across identity lines, which restates

a need to examine place variations.

Comparative analysis

By thinking critically about cultural archipe-

lagos and place variations, we confront a

question about commensuration, or the

comparison of different places according to

a common metric (Espeland and Stevens,

1998). Many contributors, like Misgav,
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Hartal, Ruez, Payne and Currans, empha-

sise place specificity, uniqueness and the

locally contingent. Can we compare such

places, or are they irreducibly idiographic?

Bain and Podmore (2021) examine Surrey

and New Westminster, peripheral locations

outside the Vancouver core, to show how

non-metropolitan placemaking is a function

of resource landscapes, political opportuni-

ties and inter-organisational relations. They

use these variables to explain why New

Westminster has a reputation as a ‘progres-

sive suburb’ or ‘compassionate city’, while

Surrey is a ‘hotbed of homophobia’. Bain

and Podmore cautiously suggest that ‘urbane

activist ideals and practices are not easily

translated into peripheral areas such as rural

small towns, smaller more ordinary cities or

suburban areas’ but also offer, in their own

words, a ‘comparative case study approach’

that enables nomothetic reasoning.

Comparative analysis can weave together

the scalar and spatial components of the

framework I have proposed in this commen-

tary. Comparisons draw attention to the

spatial pluralism of cultural archipelagos, but

they also open up possibilities for examining

the mobilisation potential of peripheral places.

This is reminiscent of Ramdas’s (2021) argu-

ments about organising from the margins;

Catungal et al.’s (2021) sensitivity to multiple

geographical centres of care networks; and

Rosenberg’s (2021) deep dive into the creases

and folds of LGBTQ+ urban activisms.

Rather than offering a descriptive account

of each study, in isolation from the others, a

comparative lens inspires connections and

conversations across articles. For example,

scholars can ask about the ‘prototypical

characteristics of constructs’ (Shadish et al.,

2002: 464) like the ‘margins’, ‘cultural archi-

pelagos’ and ‘frame emplacement’. This

enterprise of construct specification, com-

mon in the social sciences, is not the princi-

pal objective of any contributor, but

thinking in this way – identifying transfer-

able features of the sensitising concepts

(Blumer, 1954) that animate this special issue

– can help us identify the portable attributes

of LGBTQ+ urban activisms. It is plausible,

for instance, that the frame emplacement

strategies that Sayoni activists in Singapore

used could guide LGBTQ+ activists in Tel

Aviv as they demand a municipal response

to their experiences of trauma.

The emerging field of ‘queer methods’

(Ghaziani and Brim, 2019) can also promote

the comparative analysis of LGBTQ+ peo-

ple, urban protest and places. The idea of

queer methods evokes an ‘apparent incom-

mensurability’ (Brim and Ghaziani, 2016:

16) – the work can be untidy – but this is

precisely its generative potential: augmenting

ways of knowing. Although the contributors

are not explicitly engaged in a conversation

about queer methods any more than they

endeavour to identify the prototypical fea-

tures of concepts about the people–protest–

place nexus, their work implies several pro-

posals in my mind. One set of articles offers

conceptual tools. Ruez’s (2021) notion of

‘worlding’ is an approach that researchers

can use to compare how activists socially

construct a place, especially in relation to its

metronormative, colonial and temporal

character. Catungal et al. (2021) instruct

researchers to use ‘re-centring’ as a queer

methodological strategy to document the

counter-remembering of historical narratives

across neighbourhoods.

A second collection of articles proposes

strategies for data collection and case selec-

tion. Knopp and Brown (2021) use Damron

guides to understand the ‘politics of catalo-

guing’: LGBTQ+ people use them to terri-

torially claim urban spaces and to situate

them in an ‘epistemological grid’. The guide-

books are thus forms and facilitators of acti-

vism that can dismantle the isolating and

invisibilising effects of the closet. From a
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methodological standpoint, the guides blend

conventional and queer methods by provid-

ing a data set that researchers can use to

measure concepts like the ‘gaybourhood’,

‘spatial imaginaries’ and ‘placemaking’ while

comparing the emplacement of those con-

cepts. Rosenberg’s (2021) auto-photographic

walking interviews with Black queer home-

less youths in Toronto offer a method of

data collection that also blends conventional

and queer methods by combining corporeal

movements, interviewing and visual

approaches to reveal the ‘spatialisation of

queer racism’ in urban gay districts. Finally,

Payne’s (2021) use of a photojournalistic

visual archive draws attention to the tempo-

rary occupation of urban public spaces as a

way for activists to ‘bend local politics’ to

accomplish their objectives. The queer meth-

odological insight here is about case selec-

tion: the ‘fleeting moments’ (Muñoz, 1996:

6) represented by events like the Pride par-

ades that Payne studies, or the pop-ups fea-

tured by other urban sexualities researchers

(Ghaziani and Stillwagon, 2018; Stillwagon

and Ghaziani, 2019), reveal the unexpectedly

enduring effects of ephemeral events.

All the contributors make a point about

the practice of research that is worth stating

directly: the data we use to study the people–

protest–place nexus are not objective entities

for us to collect at arm’s length. Every time

we gather our data, and in each moment of

analysis, we are also engaging in a political

act.

Conclusion

I have used insights from this special issue to

identify two avenues that can advance

research on the emplacement of LGBTQ+

urban activisms. First, researchers would be

wise to modulate more judiciously between

the structural analysis of national protest

events, about which movement theorists

have produced considerable insights, and

that of lesser-studied actions and interac-

tions among activists that are locally situ-

ated. Disembodied concepts like ‘mobilising

structures’ (McAdam et al., 1996) or ‘politi-

cal opportunity structures’ (Tarrow, 1998),

favoured for decades by social movement

researchers, have produced useful outlines of

activism, but it is time to shift our attention

to everyday actions on the ground. Although

this move may appear at first to capture only

quotidian acts, these are in fact vital to

advance the field. Relocating analytic atten-

tion from abstract structural concepts to

concrete acts and interactions among actual

people is compatible with idiographic and

nomothetic styles of reasoning as well.

Second, if scholars cannot better balance

their interest in the gaybourhood of global

cities with more ordinary cities, smaller cit-

ies, peri-urban areas and the suburbs, our

understanding of the contours of emplaced

LGBTQ+ urban activisms will be limited, if

not distorted. When we make this shift, some

places may appear as belonging only on the

margins of LGBTQ+ urban life, but those

places are in fact central to understanding

the interconnections between people, protest

and placemaking.

Cutting across the two shifts is a question

of comparing places. Researchers can use

conventional and queer methods to access

comparative insights into the people–pro-

test–place nexus. Conventional approaches,

such as identifying the prototypical features

of concepts, are well-established in the social

sciences. The idea of ‘queer methods’ is

newer. It may seem at first undefined, if not

contradictory – the celebrated messiness of

queer work may reject organised methodolo-

gies – but queer methods are in fact well-

suited for ‘making space for what is’ (Love

et al., 2012: 144).

I find it fitting to use the image of ‘making

space’ to close my remarks, as it is a
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companion to the call the editors make to

examine the ‘elsewhere and otherwise’. In the

pages of this special issue, we can find plenti-

ful ways to advance a research programme

on people, place and queer urban protest.
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